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1. Executive summary
This report describes the results of the two downscaling experiments planned in SPECS: 1) Europe,
focusing on summer heatwaves and 2) NothEastern Brazil, focusing on precipitation during the rainy
MAM season. These two experiments were selected in order to explore the advantages and limitations
of the different downscaling approaches in tropical and extra-tropical regions with varying seasonal
forecast skill (high in Brazil and low-to-moderate in Europe).
The experiment over Europe considered the 15-member hindcast provided by the EC-EARTH global
model (similar to ECMWF-System4, but using bias corrected SST). This choice was made in order to
align with the downscaling initiative conducted in the EUPORIAS project (focusing on East Africa, see
EUPORIAS Deliverable D21.2 "Report on the added value of dynamical and statistically downscaled
data"). Two different RCMs (KNMI-RACMO2: KRCM-exp1 and CSIC-WRF: WRF) were nested to
the global model for the JJAS seasonal predictions initialised on May 1st during the period 1991-2012,
focusing on the heatwave episodes of years 2003, 2006, 2010 and 2012 (in alignment with the
“seasonal warm/dry case study” experiment of Cross-Cutting Theme 3 CCT3). Moreover, in order to
assess the potential benefit of soil feedbacks, an additional experiment with prescribed soil moisture
was performed with the KNMI-RACMO2 (KRCM-exp2) model, in which model prognosed soil
moisture was replaced by daily soil moisture time series verifying at 00 UTC derived from the ERAInterim/Land reanalysis. Overall, the standard RCM simulations (KRCM-exp1 and WRF) are able to
capture and reproduce the signal in the driving EC-EARTH seasonal hindcast over Europe in JuneSeptember (particularly for the 2006 and 2010 episodes), showing about the same overall performance
as their driving global model. Moreover, the simulations with prescribed soil moisture (KRCM-exp2)
exhibit a clear added value in the overall skill and also a better performance during the four heatwave
cases considered (even changing the character of the global probabilistic predictions in some cases; e.g.
from wet to dry in the 2010 heatwave over Russia). This clearly shows the potential source of skill
from soil interactions already reported in some studies.
For the Brazilian case study, the ECMWF-System4 15-members hindcast was considered, focusing on
the rainy MAM season to explore the advantages and limitation of the different downscaling
approaches (both dynamical and statistical). In this case, a single RCM (CSIC-WRF) was run
considering five (out of the 15) hindcast members during the period 1981-2010. Additionally, the
different statistical downscaling approaches and techniques developed in SPECS (SPECS Deliverable
D52.2 “R-based package released for statistical downscaling s2d forecast, including documentation and
capability for evaluation and estimation of confidence intervals”) were tested in this region, including
MOS (Bias Correction and Multiple Linear Regression) and Perfect Prog methods (Generalized Linear
Models and analogs). We analyzed whether the use of downscaling improves seasonal forecast quality
over the raw model output beyond improving the systematic bias (which is done by construction by all
statistical downscaling methods). Overall, Perfect Prog methods exhibit the best performance showing
an improvement (10% on average) of the global skill. As expected, bias correction exhibits no added
value (beyond reducing the systematic bias). MOS deteriorates the skill of the global model in some
regions (approximately in 50% of the territory). Finally, in contrast with the experiment over Europe,
there is clear evidence that the RCM deteriorates the seasonal forecasting signal from the driving global
model. This conclusion is only for NothEaster Brazil in the March_May season for the WRF RCM and
cannot be generalised for other regions, seasons and models.
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2. Project objectives
With this deliverable, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives (see
DOW Section B.1.1.2):

No.
1.

Objective
To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast
quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability

Yes
X

No

2.

To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions,
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events
using a process-based verification approach

X

3.

To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast
quality assessment, including the maximum skill currently
attainable

X

4.

To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions

X

5.

To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by
better initialising the different components, an increase in the
spatial resolution of the global forecast systems and the
introduction of important new process descriptions
To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability

X

6.

X

7.

To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via X
the combination and calibration of the information from different
sources and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools

8.

To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific
stakeholders (energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys,
conferences and targeted workshops

X

9.

To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European
role on the provision of climate services according to WMO
protocols by creating examples of improved tailored forecastbased products for the GPCs and participating in their transfer to
worldwide RCCs and NHMSs.

X
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3. Detailed report on the deliverable
3.1 Models used and evaluation framework
The dynamical downscaling experiment in Europe has been defined considering the EURO-CORDEX
domain (see Fig. 1, left) at a 0.22º horizontal resolution and the experiment over Brazil considering the
Northern halve of the South America CORDEX domain (see Fig. 1, right) at a 0.22º resolution. For this
second experiment, due to the poor performance obtained for the dynamically downscaled results, a
second domain centered over the area of interest was additionally considered (red domain in Fig. 1).
The purpose of this additional experiment was to determine if the large nesting domain (extended to the
West of the area of interest) was responsible of the poor results.
The experiment over Europe focused on summer heatwaves (thus contributing to the “seasonal
warm/dry case study” experiment of Cross-Cutting Theme 3 CCT3) and considered driving conditions
from the EC-EARTH 15-member global hindcast in order to align with the downscaling experiment
planned in EUPORIAS over East Africa. The target season was Summer (JJAS) considering the
predictions initialized the first of May (MJJAS) from 1991 to 2012. The partners contributing to this
experiment were CISC and KNMI using the WRF3.4 and RACMO2 regional climate models,
respectively. Initially, a 13-year period 2000-2012 (MJJAS), covering the CCT3 period was
considered, but the analysis was later extended to the whole hindcast (1991-2012). Note that the WRF
simulations were not initially planned, so they constitute a new contribution to this task.

Figure 1. Domains used in the dynamical downscaling experiments both at a 0.22º resolution: (left) Europe CORDEX
(EURO-CORDEX) domain, (right) northern half of the South America CORDEX domain. A smaller domain centered over
the area of interest (shown in red) was considered to test the sensitivity of results to the boundary domain.
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The WRF model used in this work is the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) version
3.4.1 applying the configuration used by UCAN in the EURO-CORDEX activities (code WRF341I).
This configuration considers 30 eta full-vertical levels and the following physical parameterizations:
the CAM scheme for longwave and shortwave radiation; the Yonsei University scheme (YSU) was the
chosen planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme; the Noah land surface model (NOAH) was the
selected land surface model; for the cumulus parameterization Kain-Fritsch scheme was used; finally
the 5th WRF single-moment microphysics scheme (WSM5) parameterization was chosen.
The KNMI regional climate model RACMO2 used in this project is the same as used in the EUROCORDEX experiments. It is a hydrostatic model employing 40 hybrid coordinate full vertical levels.
The model is primarily built on the Semi-Lagrangian dynamical kernel of HIRLAM 6.3.7 and the
physical parameterization package of the ECMWF IFS, basically cy31r2 (similar to the cycle used in
ERA-Interim) but containing a few modifications and extensions. It utilizes the following physical
parameterizations: a short wave radiation transfer scheme with 6 spectral intervals, RRTM 16 intervals
for long wave radiative transfer, the Eddy-Diffusivity Mass Flux scheme extended with prognostic
turbulent kinetic energy to describe dry and moist turbulent mixing processes and shallow convection
in the boundary layer, the HTESSEL scheme with revised land surface hydrology, introduced in
cycle33r1, to describe land surface/soil processes, a bulk mass flux scheme originally developed by
Tiedtke with many extensions to describe deep cumulus convection, a prognostic cloud scheme to
describe stratiform clouds and large-scale precipitation.
The downscaling simulations from ENEA, using RegCM3.4 are not yet available due material
limitations in storing/transferring all necessary data. Nevertheless, a dedicated model configuration has
been prepared and all the necessary infrastructure for pre-process, running, managing and postprocessing the simulation has been already setup and the model simulations are now being completed.
At the time when this report is being finalized, all the global model data have been pre-processed to
generate the boundary conditions for the model downscaling. The expected run time for the model
simulations is about 10-15 days, depending on the availability of the computational resource and about
2-3 days for the post-processing to the CORDEX-CMIP5 format. The analysis will follow the same
steps already adopted for the other model simulations. Results from the ENEA simulations will be
therefore included in the final report of the project to be completed in October 2016.
The experiment over North Eastern Brazil focused on the MAM rainy season and considered
driving conditions (and predictors) from the ECMWF System4 15-member global hindcast. A single
RCM was considered in this case (the CSIC WRF model), downscaling five members (out of the
fifteen forming the ensemble) in order to reduce the computational complexity (this selection was made
after analyzing the skill of the global model for different ensemble member samplings; five turned out
to be a convenient ensemble). The boundary conditions were taken from the predictions initialized in
February 1st during the whole hindcast period 1981-2010. This experiment (in a skillful tropical region)
was also selected to test and intercompare the performance of different statistical downscaling
approaches and techniques developed in SPECS (SPECS Deliverable D52.2 “R-based package released
for statistical downscaling s2d forecast”). In particular the following techniques from the Model Output
Statistics (MOS) and Perfect Prognosis (PP) approaches were calibrated and tested (from the simplest
to the more complex; see SPECS Deliverable D52.2 for further implementation details):
1. MOS-Bias Correction (MOS-BC): Empirical quantile-quantile mapping (EQM), considering
99 quantiles with linear interpolation and constant extrapolation of scaling factors. This
distributional based correction is applied to the daily predicted and observed precipitation.
SPECS (308378) D52.2
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2. MOS-Regression (MOS-MLR): Multiple Linear Regression, building on common Empirical
Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) of the seasonal averaged wet-frequency and mean precipitation of
wet days of the daily predicted and observed precipitation.
3. PP-GLM: Two-stage Generalized Linear Model (GLM) with Bernoulli error distribution and
logit link-function for precipitation occurrence (wet-day threshold = 0.1mm), and gamma error
distribution and log link-function for precipitation amount. The stochastic component of the
GLM was excluded here,thereby obtaining deterministic predictions based on the expected
values.
4. PP-Analog: The analog method (ANA), considering the closest analog as determined by the
Euclidean distance to measure the similarity of atmospheric configurations.
For PP methods 3 and 4, we considered an optimum predictor configuration including circulation and
thermodynamic variables obtained for this region after a careful screening (Z850, T1000 and Q700
defined on the red domain shown in Figure 1, right).
We analyzed whether the use of downscaling improves seasonal forecast quality over the raw model
output beyond improving the systematic bias (which is done by construction by all statistical
downscaling methods). Therefore, as we describe below, we use verification metrics robust to the
systematic biases of the predictions.
The experiment over Brazil is, to our knowledge, the largest and most comprehensive inter-comparison
of (statististical and dynamical) downscaling methods for seasonal forecasting.
Finally, some key variables of the above datasets (observations, reanalysis and hindcasts) typically
used as predictors for statistical downscaling methods have been made available for ECOMS partners
through the ECOMS User Data Gateway (http://meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg/dataserver/catalog), thus
facilitating the reproducibility of the results over Brazil and the quick development of new downscaling
applications in different regions worldwide (the datasets have global coverage) and/or target seasons.
3.2 Verification scores
In order to assess the performance of the raw seasonal precipitation forecasts (DMO) and the added
value of the corresponding downscaling methods, we consider three scores recommended by the Lead
Centre for the Standardized Verification System of Long Range Forecasts
(http://www.bom.gov.au/wmo/lrfvs/index.html):
1) (inter-annual) Anomaly Correlation Coefficient (ACC), as a simple measure of accuracy for the
deterministic ensemble mean forecast.
2) ROC Skill Score (ROCSS) of the tercile-based (T1: dry, T2: normal, T3: wet for precipitation
and T1: cold, T2: normal and T3: warm for temperature) probabilistic forecasts, computed for
each tercile category. The ROC curve is obtained for binary probabilistic forecasts as the
proportion of occurrences that were correctly forecast (the hit rate) versus the proportion of
non-occurrences that were incorrectly forecast, the false alarm rate, for different probability
thresholds. The area (A) under the curve is commonly used as a score to assess the performance
of probabilistic systems. Moreover, the difference of A with respect to the corresponding
climatological score (0.5) is referred to as ROC Skill Score (ROCSS) and is computed as 2 (A0.5). The value of this skill score ranges from 1 (perfect forecast system) to −1 (perfectly bad
forecast system). A value zero indicates no skill compared with a climatological prediction.
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3) A measure of reliability based on the categories of reliability of tercile-based forecasts recently
introduced by Weisheimer and Palmer [2014, On the reliability of seasonal climate forecasts,
Journal of The Royal Society Interface, doi:10.1098/rsif.2013.1162]. This reliability
categorization considers five reliability categories (perfect, still useful, marginally useful, not
useful and dangerously useless) based on the relative position of the best-guess reliability line
regarding the skill area and the uncertainty around this line —estimated by 1000 random
resampling of members and geographical points and using the 75% confidence interval of the
resulting slopes.— In the present work we analyzed the sensitivity of the classification to
different confidence intervals and found that a more suitable configuration for the ensemble size
(15 members) was a 50% confidence interval (Manzanas et al. 2016). Moreover, we extended
this classification including an extra class for those cases where the reliability line falls within
the skill area, although the uncertainty region is not fully contained in this area. These two
categories are a single one in Weisheimer and Palmer [2014], but we found that this extended
reliability categories provided further insight in the analysis undertaken in this paper.
Note that ACC is used instead of mean squared skill scores to assess the added value of the
downscaling methods beyond systematic biases in the mean and amplitude of the predictions, which
are adjusted by construction by the downscaling methods —note also that tercile-based predictions are
also insensitive to biases. — Therefore, in this work we explore the existence of further aspects of
added value relevant for seasonal forecasting (temporal aspects) and refer the reader to some
comprehensive evaluation experiments for further information on the performance of downscaling
methods from the point of view of marginal statistics (e.g. VALUE; http://www.value-cost.eu).
3.3 Results in Europe
In order to test the sensitivity of the results to the reference observed data, three different datasets were
considered in this work: E-OBS, ERA-Interim and WFDEI-CRU. The evaluation results obtained in
the three cases were almost identical and, therefore, E-OBS is used as reference dataset throughout this
section whereas the results for ERA-Interim and WFDEI are not shown —with the exception of Figure
4, where the results for the three observational datasets are displayed to illustrate the sensitivity of the
seasonal and monthly anomalies to observational uncertainty. —
Figure 2 shows the E-OBS JJAS temperature anomalies for the heatwave episodes analyzed in this
report (2003, 2006, 2010 and 2012). These events were selected by the SPECS Cross-Cutting Theme 3
CCT3 (case studies and extremes to assess skill and predictability on a case-study basis, with a focus
on high-impact events) for the “seasonal warm/dry case study” experiment. Therefore, the downscaled
results could be intercompared and evaluated from a wider (process-based) perspective within the
CCT3 framework. Figure 2 shows the regional anomalies (reaching 4ºC) in Central Europe (2003),
Norther Europe (2006), Russia (2010) and South Eastern Europe (2012).
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Figure 2. Anomalies for the summer (JJAS) heatwave case studies considered in this report (aligned with CCT3 “seasonal
warm/dry case study”): 2003 in Central Europe, 2006 in Northern Europe, 2010 in Russia and 2012, South Eastern Europe.

Figure 3 shows the observed tercile categories (cold in blue, normal in gray and warm in red) and the
corresponding probabilistic predictions obtained for the above four case studies (in rows) from E-OBS
and the global (EC-EARTH) and regional (KRCM-exp2, KRCM-exp1 and WRF) models (in columns).
This figure shows that the KRCM-exp1 simulation reproduces about the same spatial patterns as the
driving EC-EARTH seasonal hindcast over Europe; the WRF model exhibits a warmer pattern in most
of the cases and in general the regional differences w.r.t. the driving global model provide no added
value. However, the predictions with prescribed soil moisture (KRCM-exp2) show a clear added value
modifying the global signal towards the observations (particularly in the regions with stronger
anomalies; see Fig. 2), thus yielding more accurate predictions (even changing the character of the
global probabilistic predictions in some cases; e.g. from cold to warm in the 2010 heatwave over
Russia). This clearly shows the potential source of skill from soil interactions already reported in some
studies.
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Figure 3. Observed and probabilistic predictions (in columns) for the summer (JJAS) terciles (cold in blue, normal in gray
and hot in red) for the 2003, 2006, 2010 and 2012 heatwave case studies (in rows) obtained from E-OBS (first column),
from the global model output (EC-EARTH, second column) and from the three RCM experiments KRCM-exp2, KRCMexp1 and WRF (last three columns). Note that KRCM-exp2 is run with prescribed soil moisture obtained from the ERAInterim/Land reanalysis. For each grid box the color of circles represent the most probable tercile category (from the 15
members), and the size of the circle represents the probability of the corresponding category (small for 1/3 and large for 1).
In all cases, the period 1991-2012 has ben used to obtain the terciles.

Figure 4 shows the seasonal (left) and monthly (right) anomalies of the observations (three observations
datasets are displayed in this case) and the global and regional ensemble predictions over Europe. This figure
allows to visually assess to which extent the global and regional predictions are able to detect the observed
anomalies in each of the cases, exploring both the seasonal averages, but also the possible intra-seasonal signals.
The underlying gray boxplots show the quartiles (box) and minimum/maximum (whiskers) of the
seasonal/monthly values for the 1991-2012 period (22 samples for the observations and 22x15 for the
predictions).
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Figure 4. Seasonal JJAS (left) and monthly (right) anomalies of the ensemble mean predictions over Europe for the four
heatwave case studies (in rows). Each panel shows three different observational datasets (ERA-interim, WFDEI and EOBS), together with the results for the global and RCM predictions; note that the results for the individual members are
displayed.

Figure 4 shows that both the global model and the RCMs yield higher probabilities for the upper (warm) tercile,
in partial agreement with observations. However, the prediction signal is weaker at the intra-seasonal scale (the
alternation of normal and warm months coherently exhibited by the three different observational datasets is not
captured by the predictions). A shortcoming of this analysis is that it has been performed considering the whole
European area. Different results could be obtained in regional domains with higher skill.
In order to evaluate the overall skill of the different predictions (note that E-OBS is used as reference), Figures 5
and 6 show the ROCSS of the different models (the EC-EARTH global model at the top, followed by KRCMSPECS (308378) D52.2
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exp1, KRCM-exp2 and WRF). In general, the standard downscaled results (KRCM-exp1 and WRF) exhibit skill
patterns which are similar to what is predicted with the global driver (weaker in the case of WRF and stronger in
some regions in the case of KRCM-exp1). However, in accordance with the results shown in Figure 3, the
downscaled predictions with prescribed soil moisture clearly improve the skill of the global model, exhibit skill
in wider areas and with stronger intensity. Figure 6 shows that part of the skill is attributable to the trend existing
in the observations and the predictions —the trend has been independently removed from the observations
and from each of the predictions considering the 1991-2012 period.— However, even for the detrended
results there are regions with positive skill for the cold and warm terciles (mainly the Iberian peninsula and
South Eastern Europe).

Figure 5. ROCSS of the different probabilistic predictions: EC-EARTH, KRCM-exp1, KRCM-exp2 and WRF (in rows), for
the cold (left), normal (center) and warm (right) terciles.
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Figure 6. As Figure 5, but considering the detrended predictions (grid box by grid box and model by model). The box in
indicates a case-study area for evaluation used in Figure 8.

In order to further analyze the effect of detrending the results, Figure 7 shows the terciles plots for the
original (left) and detrended (right) predictions corresponding to the global EC-EARTH, and the
regional KRCM-exp1, KRCM-exp2, and WRF predictions (in rows). Each panel displays the predicted
probabilities (year by year) for the three terciles (in colours) and the observed tercile (circles). This
figure shows how the trend existing in the observations and predictions (higher probabilities for lower
terciles at the begining and conversely at the end the period) provides an additional interannual source
of skill, not attributable to the seasonal scale.
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EC-EARTH

EC-EARTH (detrended)

KRCM-exp1

KRCM-exp1 (detrended)

KRCM-exp2

KRCM-exp2 (detrended)

WRF

WRF (detrended)

Figure 7. Tercile plots of the original (left) and detrended (right) predictions. See the text for details.

Finally, the reliability of the detrended predictions is analyzed over a small illustrative area in Southern Europe
(see box in Figure 6) where the predictions exhibit some positive skill. This region has also been used in some
case study applications within SPECS. Figure 8 shows the reliability diagrams (left) and reliability categories
(right) for the probabilistic predictions of the different models (in rows) for the cold and warm terciles. Note that,
as usual, in order to produce these results, the probabilistic predictions for the different grid boxes were joined
into a single series to increase the sample size. Therefore, the reliability diagrams (and categories) are
representative of the whole domain.
Figure 8 shows that, overall, the probabilistic predictions are categorized as “marginally useful” (yellow) for all
models except KRCM-exp2 (prescribed soil moisture), which clearly outperforms the rest of models and is
categorized as “still useful” (blue). The (best guess) reliability line for this model as well as the corresponding
confidence interval are fully contained in the skillful area (gray shaded) indicating that the model is reliable and
skillful for the different predicted probability bins (in the x-axis). This model also exhibits a more uniform
resolution (distribution of predicted probabilities across the different bins; the relative frequencies are indicated
by the radius of the different circles).
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Figure 8. Reliability diagrams (left) and reliability categories (right) for the probabilistic predictions of the different models
(in rows) over the South European region for the cold and warm terciles.

3.4 Results in North-Eastern Brazil
Figure 9 shows the ROCSS results for the different dynamical and statistical downscaling approaches
and techniques intercompared in this experiment (see the figure caption for details). Note that a single
RCM (the WRF model) has been considered in this experiment, using two different boundary domains:
one covering Northern South America (denoted as WRF1) and one centered on the area of study
(denoted as WRF2; see Figure 1 for details). Overall, Perfect Prog methods exhibit the best
performance showing an improvement (10% on average) of the global skill, bias correction exhibits no
added value (beyond reducing the systematic bias), and MOS deteriorates the skill of the global model
in some regions (approximately in 50% of the territory), although this could be influenced in part by
the spatial inhomogeneity of the gridded observations (based on few rain gauge records in some
regions, the Amazon in particular, where these reduced skills are seen). Finally, in contrast with the
experiment over Europe, there is clear evidence that the RCM deteriorates the seasonal forecasting
SPECS (308378) D52.2
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signal from the driving global model. This conclusion is only for NothEaster Brazil in the March-May
season for the WRF RCM and cannot be generalised for other regions, seasons and models.

Figure 9. ROCSS of the different probabilistic predictions, System4, MOS-BC, MOS-MLR, PP-GLM, PP-Analogs, RCMWRF1 and RCM-WRF2 (in rows) for the dry, normal and wet teciles (in rows). The numbers in the panels show the mean
ROCSS values (top) and the percentage of gridboxes with ROCSS over 0.4 (bottom).

Finally, the reliability of the global (System4) and the downscaled (PP-GLM) predictions is analyzed
considering six sub-regions (obtained applying the k-means clustering method to the annual cycle precipitation
series for each grid box) over the area of interest. Figure 10 shows the reliability reliability categories (up) and
diagrams (bottom) for the probabilistic predictions of the two models for the dry and wet terciles (in columns)
for each of the six clusters (in rows for the reliability diagrams). Note that, the probabilistic predictions for the
different grid boxes in each of the clusters were joined into a single series to increase the sample size.
Overall, although the same reliability categories are obtained for the global and regional predictions (except for
cluster 3 for the wet tercile), the reliability diagrams visually show a better linear fit for the downscaled case,
particularly for the dry tercile, indicating higher homogeneity of results across the predicted probabilistic values.
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Figure 10. Reliability diagrams and categories for the probabilistic predictions of the global model (System4) and the
Perfect Prognosis (GLM) statistically downscaled results for six regions in the region of study.
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Add the new publications related to this deliverable.

•
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for Precipitation in the Philippines.” Journal of Climate 28, 10: 4171–84. doi:10.1175/JCLI-D14-00331.1.

•

Casanueva, A., S. Herrera, J. Fernández, and J. M. Gutiérrez (2016) “Towards a Fair
Comparison of Statistical and Dynamical Downscaling in the Framework of the EUROCORDEX Initiative.” Climatic Change. doi:10.1007/s10584-016-1683-4.

•

R. Manzanas, J.M. Gutiérrez and A. Lucero (2016). Can statistical downscaling and bias
correction methods improve the accuracy and reliability of seasonal forecasts?. Submitted to
Climate Dynamics.

•

E. van Mejigaard and M. Kolax (2016) Can dynamical downscaling provide added skill to
summertime seasonal predictions on the European scale?, The International Conference on
Regional Climate (CORDEX 2016). Abstract Book, 131.

Plan for future publication:
1. The results of the dynamical downscaling experiment over Europe will be published in a
special issue together with the results of the experiment undertaken in EUPORIAS over EastAfrica. The experimental frameworks have been aligned in both cases and, therefore, robust
conclusions can be derived from the results in both experiments.
2. The results of dynamical and statistical downscaling methods in Brazil constitute the most
comprehensive to date inter-comparison of downscaling methods in seasonal forecast. A first
draft of the paper has been already produced with the results included in this deliverable.

6. Efforts for this deliverable
How many person-months have been used up for this deliverable?
Partner

Person-months
(actual)

CSIC

16 PMs

KNMI
ENEA
Total

6 PMs
0.5 PMs
22.5 PMs
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Personmonths
(in-kind)

Period covered

Months 12-44
Months 12-44
Months 12-44
Months 12-44
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7. Sustainability
Lessons learnt and links built with other WPs, and synergies created with other projects

The work described in this deliverable has been performed in closed connection (aligned in some
cases) with the downscaling activities undertaken in the EUPORIAS project. In particular, the
dynamical downscaling experiment with the WRF model has been defined with the help of UCAN
(Jesús Fernández and María Eugenia Magariño), in order to align this activity with the work performed
in EUPORIAS over East Africa. The coordination between these two projects has been beneficial in
order to avoid overlapping tasks and to join efforts, e.g. in the development of tools (e.g. the
downscaleR R package for statistical downscaling).
Strong synergies for the further development of these ideas have been established with the EU-COST
VALUE action (http://www.value-cost.eu) and with CORDEX-ESDM (http://www.cordex.org). These
initiatives focus on multi-decadal climate change projections, but lessons learned in seasonal
forecasting are valuable for their goals. For instance, both CSIC and Met.no have contributed to the
VALUE inter-comparison experiment using the packages developed within SPECS (downscaleR and
ESD). Moreover, CSIC is planning a validation experiment focusing on seasonal forecast aspects (e.g.
interannual correlation) extending the current validation measures of the VALUE downscaling portal to
allow intercomparing the performance of over 50 statistical downscaling methods (CSIC has been
actively involved in this unfunded initiative and has been the responsible of the development of the
VALUE validation portal). This activity will be a natural follow on of the SPECS activities.
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